Genome-scale metabolic models are widely constructed and studied for understanding various design prin-2 ciples underlying metabolism, predominantly redundancy. Metabolic networks are highly redundant and 3 it is possible to minimise the metabolic networks into smaller networks that retain the functionality of the 4 original network. Here, we establish a new method, M R that systematically removes reactions from 5 a given network to identify minimal reactome(s). We show that our method identifies smaller minimal 6 reactomes than existing methods and also scales well to larger metabolic networks. Notably, our method 7 exploits known aspects of network structure and redundancy to identify multiple minimal metabolic net-8 works. We illustrate the utility of M R by identifying multiple minimal networks for 74 organisms 9 from the BiGG database. We show that these multiple minimal reactomes arise due to the presence of 10 compensatory reactions/pathways. We further employed M R for a case study to identify the min-11 imal reactomes of different organisms in both glucose and xylose minimal environments. Identification of 12 minimal reactomes of these different organisms elucidate that they exhibit varying levels of redundancy. A 13 comparison of the minimal reactomes on glucose and xylose illustrate that the differences in the reactions 14 required to sustain growth on either medium. Overall, our algorithm provides a rapid and reliable way to 15 identify minimal subsets of reactions that are essential for survival, in a systematic manner.
J nz , the set of reactions having non-zero fluxes [26] obtained in the optimised solution. This process is iterated for every pFBA optima reaction, resulting in multiple sets of J nz 's. These multiple J nz 's are 126 the different sets of reactions that are independently sufficient for producing maximal growth under 127 the given nutrient condition. Note that these multiple sets may vary in size (number of reactions) 128 and also may not be distinct. Therefore, we further prune these multiple J nz 's to finally retain only 129 the set/s that has/have the least number of reactions. The algorithm also takes as input a tolerance parameter value, which is the flux threshold below which 131 a reaction is regarded as deleted (default being 0). Another parameter is the growth-rate cut-off value that 132 indicates the minimum percentage of the wild-type growth that the resulting minimal metabolic network 133 should retain. The default value for the growth-rate cut-off is 100%. The method also additionally provides 134 other features, which can be useful in different scenarios. For instance, the method can take in as input 135 specific reactions to be retained in any given minimal reactome. This confers added advantage of preserving 136 functionalities while identifying the set of reactions in the minimal reactome. Algorithm 1 describes the tions in the metabolic network, and also with MinNW, as the method was proven to be better than the growth. The models were simulated preserving the ATP maintenance in the network. The table shows the comparative performance of the three methods for different organisms. n rxn denotes the total number of reactions in the metabolic network; n met denotes the number of metabolites in the metabolic network. The number of reactions in the minimal reactome, |J min |, and the time taken to perform the simulations (in seconds) are tabulated for all three methods. The least number of reactions in the minimal reactome among the three methods are highlighted in bold.
The number of reactions in the minimal reactome identified by our method was almost always lesser 173 than the method suggested by Burgard, although the simulation is faster than our method as shown in while MinNW identified smaller minimal reactomes for 7 organisms. For 3 organisms, MinReact and identified the smallest minimal reactomes for 3 other organisms. 189 We also calculated the difference in the minimal reactome sizes identified by the different methods.
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Supplementary file S1 shows that the mean difference in the size of minimal reactome between M R - 
219
In any given minimal reactome, every reaction must be essential for maximal growth. That is, the 220 removal of any of the reactions from a given minimal reactome, should result in a reduction in (or even loss 221 of ) growth. To study this, we performed single reaction deletions from every minimal metabolic network 222 identified by each of the three methods, and report these numbers in Supplementary File S1. We found Our approach used in M R is iterative and thus enables us to identify multiple reactomes for a given 231 metabolic network. These minimal reactomes have the same number of reactions but the reactions them-232 selves will vary. Figure 4 illustrates the number of distinct minimal reactomes that could be identified in 233 the 77 BiGG models using M R .
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Of the 77 organisms, we could identify more than one minimal reactome for 59 organisms. For as Table 2 : Comparison of minimal reactomes of different organisms on glucose and xylose. |J |, total number of reactions in the metabolic network; |J min |, the number of non-zero reactions after optimisation-corresponds to the number of reactions in the minimal reactome; n min , number of minimal reactomes identified (of size |J min |). The number of reactions shared between all pairs of minimal reactomes identified on glucose and xylose were found, and their range is shown in the last column.
atic fashion. Our approach, M R identifies the minimal metabolic networks within a given GSMM, 307 for the production of biomass components, by eliminating unnecessary reactions delineated by pFBA, and 308 assembles multiple minimal reactomes. 309 We show that M R typically identifies minimal metabolic networks of smaller sizes than existing algorithms. Further, we show that M R scales better to larger metabolic networks, compared to ex-311 isting methods such as MinNW. Although the early method of Burgard [15] is faster than M R , our
